## TECHNICAL CARD: SpyLog

### DESCRIPTION
Software for monitoring continuously analog values, according to the 21 CFR Part 11 FDA regulation

### FEATURES
1. **Complete**: SpyLog has been developed in order to manage the values acquired from the field and the indication of alarm events completely (processing, saving, displaying and printing)
2. **Capable**: the system manages up to 80 channels, as well as, their relative alarm and prealarm thresholds overflow
3. **Multilingual**: the product is available in Italian, English and German
4. **Certified**: the software is certified according to the “21 CFR Part 11”, the FDA regulation for electronic records and their authentication through the use of the electronic signature

### FUNCTIONALITIES
1. Display of the values acquired from the field (Trend and Bar-graph)
2. Indication of alarms
3. Printing of reports and graphic pages
4. Display of communication errors
5. Backup, restore and cancellation of historical data

### RESTRICTIONS
The SpyLog current version does not manage yet data exportation to other systems

### SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
1. Windows NT4 or Windows 2000 Professional Operating Systems
2. 32 Mbyte RAM
3. Hard Disk of 2 Gbyte
4. CD-RW Drive
5. Ethernet Card

### PRODUCT CONTENT
The package available in CD contains:
1. PRODUCT: SpyLog
2. USER GUIDE: user and installer guides

If willing to buy also the data acquisition system along with the material previously described, the package will also include:
1. PRODUCT: iBOX MASTER and REMOT + Setup software
2. USER GUIDE: installation guide